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AN INTERMEDIATE VALUE PROPERTY1

JOHN L. GAMLEN AND JAMES S. MULDOWNEY

ABSTRACT. An intermediate value property is shown to hold for mono-

tone perturbations of maps which have this property.   Applications are

given to initial value problems and boundary value problems for functional

differential equations.

1. Introduction.   In [10] basic existence theorems for initial value prob-

lems and boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations were

expressed in terms of an intermediate value property of maps between par-

tially ordered sets.   These results were extended to include functional dif-

ferential equations where the functional behaviour of the equations satisfied

certain monotonicity and continuity requirements.   The object of the present

paper is to show that the monotonicity requirement alone is sufficient for

these results to hold.

2. An intermediate value theorem.  Let X and « be partially ordered sets.

A map  T: X     ' o has the intermediate value property with respect to s e ö

it cl, ß £ % and cl< ß, Ta< s < Tß implies that there exists z £ S such that

cl< z < ß and Tz = s.

Theorem.   Let  K: X x X     ' ö be such that

(i) K(-,  x): X ~* S has the intermediate value property with respect to s

for each x £%.

(ii)  K(x, •): 9C ~* S  is decreasing for each x £ X.

Suppose further that, if u, v £ X, u < v, [zz, v] = [x: u < x < v] and

X [zz, v] = [x £ [zz, v]:   3y e [zz, v]  9 K(x, y) = s],
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(iii) Well-ordered subsets of X  [zz, v] have supremums in X.

(iv) // Iv is a well-ordered subset of X  [zz, v] such that co = sup (Ö and

K(x, co)<s for each x £ ¡2 then K(co, co) < s.

Then the map x —> K(x, x) has the intermediate value property with

respect to s.

Proof. Suppose a < ß, K(a, a) < s < K(ß, ß). Then, from (ii), K(a, a) <

s < K(ß, a) and (i) implies that there exists a £ [a, ß] such that K(a , a) =

s; by (ii) K(a , a ) <s.   Thus the set

3C*La, J8] = [x £ X[a, ,8]: K(x, x) < s]
s ' s ' —

is not empty.   Let (8 be a well-ordered subset of A [a, ß].   If tù = sup Í6

then, from (ii), K(x, co) < s fot each x £ Ü5 so that condition (iv) implies

K(co, co) < s.   Since co < ß and K(co, co) < s < K(ß, ß), conditions (i) and (ii)

imply again that there exists a),  £ [co, ß] such that K(a>y, co) = s and

K(cOy, C0y)< s, i.e. coy £ Xs[a, ß].   A lemma of Bourbaki [l] states that a

partially ordered set has a maximal element if it contains an upper bound for

each well-ordered subset.   Thus the preceding discussion implies that there

exists a maximal element z £ Xs[a, ß]; hence  K(z, z) < s.   In fact  K(z, z) =

s since, if K(z, z) < s, conditions (i) and (ii) imply that there exists z,,

z < Zy < ß, such that K(Zy, z) = s, K(zy, *,)< s.   Therefore Zy £ Xs[a, ß]

and this contradiction of maximality proves K(z, z) = s.

Remark 1.  Note that it has in fact been proved that if (i)—(iv) hold and

a< ß, K(a, a)<s< K(ß, ß), then there exists a maximal z £ [a, ß] such

that K(z, z)= s.

Remark 2. A similar result to this theorem was proved in [10] subject to

additional continuity requirements. A point z was obtained as the limit of a

sequence of successive approximations [z   I  such that

a = *0,     a<zn<zn+1<ß,     K(zn+Vzn) = s,     K(zn>zn)<s.

Remark 3. Condition (ii) may be replaced by the less restrictive condi-

tion

(ii)'   K(x, y) = s,  x > y =» K(x, x) < s;       K(x, x) > s,  x > y => K(x, y) > s.

No change is needed in the proof.

The present theorem, with (ii) replaced by (ii) , includes the following

slight extension of a result of Tarski [8].

Corollary 1.  Let T: X —' % be increasing.   If each well-ordered subset
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of TX has a supremum in X, then a<Ta<Tß<ß implies there exists a

maximal z £ [a, ß] such that Tz = z.

Proof.  Let S = ¡-1, 0, 1, z'! be partially ordered by -1 < 0 < 1.   Define

K: X x X    ' ö by

K(x, y) = -l, ifx<Ty,

=    U, it x = ty,

=    1, if x > Ty,

=     z, if x and  Ty ate incomparable.

K satisfies conditions (i), (ii)' with s = 0.   XQ[u, v] C TX tot each [zz, v] C X

and condition (iii) is satisfied by hypothesis; if (¡J is a well-ordered subset

of TX with co = sup u) and x < Tco tot each x £ iv, then co < Tco  so that con-

dition (iv) holds.

A generalization of Tarski's theorem in a direction different from the

present theorem is due to Wong [11] and also includes Corollary 1 as a

special case when it is assumed that well-ordered subsets of X have supre-

mums.   The proof in [ll] may be easily modified to include Corollary 1 com-

pletely.   In the case that X is the space of real Lebesgue measurable func-

tions of a real variable, Corollary 1 leads to generalizations of integral in-

equalities of the Gronwall type (cf. Hanson and Waltman [4] and Walter [9,

Chapter I]).   A generalization of Gronwall's inequality in which an integral

operator T does not satisfy the monotonicity condition of Corollary 1 may be

found in [10, Theorem 4.1].

The following example shows that the semicontinuity condition (iv) on

K(-, y) cannot be omitted.

Example 1.  Let X = [0, l] and « = Í0, s, 1] where S is ordered by 0 <

s < 1.   Partition [0, l] into two disjoint subsets P and Q each dense in

[0, 1], and let

K(x, y) = 1,     if x £ P,  y < x,

= s,     it x £ F,   y > x,

= s,     if x £ Q,   y < x,

= 0,     if x £  Q,   y > x.

Condition (i) holds since s £ K(I, y) for each interval / C [0, l] and each

y e [0, l]. Evidently K(x, •) is decreasing for each x so condition (ii) is

satisfied and condition (iii) holds from the completeness of [0, l].   Never-
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theless the map x —> K(x, x) does not have the intermediate value property

with respect to s, since  K(x, x) = 0 or 1 for each x.   Condition (iv) is not

satisfied at any point co £ P; each such point is the supremum of a sequence

[x  ] tot which K(x  , co)= s while K(co, co) = 1 > s.
77 77

An example similar to Example 1 in which X = S = [0, l] for which con-

ditions (i), (ii), (iii) are satisfied while the map x —> K(x, x) fails to have

the intermediate value property with respect to each s £ (0, 1) may be found

as follows.   Let /: [0, l] — [0, 1] be such that /(/) = [0, l] for each subin-

terval / of [0, l] (cf. [3, p. 31]).   Thus /_1(s) is dense in [0, l] for each

s e [0, l].   Let /"  (s) = P   U Q  , where   P    and Q     ate disjoint sets each

dense in [0, l], and define  K: [0, l]2 — [0, l] as in Example 1 with [P, Q]

replaced by [Ps, Q J tot each s £ [0, l].

3. Applications. A function f: I x R — R, where / is an interval in R,

is said to satisfy Caratheodory's conditions if /(/, •)'• R—'R is continuous

for each t £ I, /(•, x): I —• R is Lebesgue measurable for each x £ R and,

for each compact subset SCR, there exists m £ loe L (/) such that

l/(í> x)| S. mU), f°r each x £ S. Suppose / satisfies Caratheodory's conditions

on  [0, h)x R, where  0 < h < ■», and a, ß £ loe AC[0, h) ate such that

a'it) < fit, ait)),    ß'it) > fit, ßit)),       a.e.  t £ [0, h),

a(0) < zn < /3(0),    a(z) < ßit),       t £ [0, h);
—     u — —

then there exists a solution of z'(t) = f(t, z(t)), z(0) = z., such that a(t) <

z(t) < ß(t), t £ [0, h) (cf. [2, p. 30]).   This means that the operator T:

loc AC[0, h) —> loc L  [0, h) x R  has the intermediate value property with

respect to (0, zQ), where

(Tx)(t) = (x'(t) - f(t, x(t)), x(0)).

The following result is an immediate consequence of this observation to-

gether with Theorem 1.

Corollary 2.  Ler /: [0, h) x R x loc AC[0, h) —> R  be such that

(i) f(t, x, y(A) satisfies Caratheodory's conditions in (t, x) for each

y £ loc AC[0, h),

(ii) f(t, x, y(A) is increasing in y(-) for each (t, x) £ [0, h) x R.

Suppose a, ß £ loc AC[0, h) satisfy

a'(f) < fit, ait), a(-)),    ß'it) > fit, ßit), ßiA)      a.e.  t £ [0, h),

a(0) < z   < /3(0),    ait) < ßit),       t £ [0, h).
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Then there exists a solution of the functional differential equation

z'it) = fit, zit), ziA),        ziO) = zQ,

such that d(t)< z(t)< ß(t), t £ [0, h).   Furthermore there exists a maximal

element in the set of solutions z, a < z < ß.

In this case let

X= loc AC[0, h),    S= loc L'tO, h) x R,

K(x, y)(t) = (x'it) - fit, xit), yiA), xiO)).

Conditions (i) and (ii) of the Theorem are satisfied by K.   For each u, v £ X,

u < v, the (possibly empty) set X .[zz, v] of solutions x £ X to initial
— (U ,Z q)

value problems  x  (t) = f(t, x(t), y(A), x(0) = z Q, where  zz < y < v, which

satisfy  u < x < v is uniformly bounded and equi-absolutely continuous lo-

cally on [0, h).   If (0 is a well-ordered subset of X.Q z  Su, v] there is a

sequence  [x  ] C (l) such that x    } co = sup (0; the convergence is uniform on

compact subsets of  [0, h) and hence co £ X, i.e. (iii) holds.   If each x £ (6

satisfies x'(t) < f(t, x(t), co(A), x(0) = zQ, or equivalently

r 2
x(t2) - x(ty) <  j      f(s, x(s), co(A)ds,        x(0) = zQ,

' 1

if 0 < ty < ¿2 < h, then the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem applied

to [x  ]  implies7Z r

Cl2

coit2) - coity) <  I      fis, cois), coi-))ds,        oj(0) = zQ,

A

fot each  [ty, t2]C [0, h).   Since  co £ X this statement   is  equivalent to

co'(t)< f(t, co(t), co(A), co(0)= zQ, so condition (iv) is satisfied.

In a similar manner the following result of Jackson and Schrader [6]

yields Corollary 3.   If /: [0, l] x R —* R  satisfies Caratheodory's conditions

and a, ß £ AC(I)[0, l]   satisfy

a"(t) > f(t, ait)),    ß"(t) < fit, ßit))       a.e.  t £ [0, l],

a(0) < z0 < /3(0),     a(l) <Zj </3(l),    ait) < ßit),       í e [O, l],

then there exists a solution z(t) of the boundary value problem z (t) =

f(t, z(t)),z(O) = z0,z(l) = Zy, such that a(t)<z(t)<ß(t), t £ [0, l].

Corollary 3.  Let f: [0, l] x R x AC(1)[0, l] — R  be such that
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(i) f(t, x, y(-)) satisfies the Carathéodory conditions in (t, x) for each

y £ AC(I)[0, 1],

(ii) f(t, x, y(')) is decreasing in y for each (t, x) £ [0, l] x R.

If a,ßeAC(1)[0, h] are such that

a"(t) >f(t, ait), a(0),    ß'it) < fit, ßit), ßiA)    a.e.   t e [0, l],

aiO) < z0 < ßiO),    a(l) <zj <ß(l),    ait) < ßit),       t £ [0, l],

then there exists a maximal solution of the functional differential boundary

value problem

z"it)= fit, zit), z(-)),     z(O) = zQ,     z(l) = Zy,

suchthat a(t)<z(t)<ß(t),t£[0,l].

This follows from consideration of

K(x, y)(t) = (f(t, x(t), y(0) - x"(t), x(0), xil)).

Corollary 3 holds also if f(t, x, y(-)) is replaced by f(t, x, x , y(-)) provided

/ satisfies a Nagumo condition in x' fot each y.

The technique described here and in [10] seems to be particularly suited

to the study of certain singular boundary value problems arising in boundary

layer theory.   For illustrative purposes one of the simplest problems of this

type is discussed in Example 2 (cf. [5, pp. 521—523]).

Example 2. The boundary value problem

u'" + uu" + X(l-u'2) = 0,

uiO) = a,    u'iO) = b,    zz'(oo) = 1,

where À > 0, 0 < b < 1, has a solution.

This problem is equivalent to the second order functional differential

boundary value problem

(P) z"(r) = fit, zit), z'it), ziA),     ziO) = b,     z(oo) = 1,

where /(/, x, x  , y(-)) = - (a + jVy)x'-À(l - x  ).   By a result of Jackson

[7, Theorem 7.4] (a singular version of the result in [6] quoted for Corollary

3),

K(x, y)(t) = (fit, xit), x'it), yiA) - x"it), x(0))

has the intermediate value property in x with respect to (0, b) tot each y in

the space  loc L [O, °°);  K(x, y) is decreasing in y if x' > 0. Consider

ß(t) = 1,    a(t) = (1 - b)r l j'o exp (- jSQ r\ds+b,       t £ [0, oo),
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where r(t) = a + bt and /= f0°°exp(- f^^ds.   These functions satisfy  b <

a(0<ß(z)=l,

a "(f) > f(t, a(t), a'(t), a(-)),    a'it) > 0,    a(0) = b,    a(°o) = 1,

ß'it) = fit, ßit), ß'it), ßiA),    ß'it) = 0,    ß(0) = ß(~) = 1

because f(t, 1, 0, !(•))= 0 and

a" = -r(t)a' = -(a + bt)a' >-(a+fl aja' - A(l - a2) = f(t, a, a', a(-))

since 0<è<a<l, a  > 0, À > 0.     Furthermore   solutions   of   z  =

f(t, z, z', y(-)), z(0)= b, z(=o)= 1 with a(f)< z(f)< 1 satisfy z'(t)> 0

because  z'(tQ)< 0 implies z   (f) < 0, t > fn (and hence z(x) < T), from

z"+  fa+ J"¿yjz' = -A(l-z2)<0.

By choosing X = [x £ loc AC [O, oo): a < x < 1, x' > 0i it follows that K satisfies

conditions (i), (ii) of the Theorem, and A., .[zz, v] satisfies (iii), (iv) for

each u, v £ X, u < v.   Thus (P) has a solution in X.
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